
↳misand Slicness Obstructions

Given an oriented link (and a Seifertsurface F

for C, pick a collection of oriented curves Ebis--but on F,

that"surround the holes." (this is a basis for H.(F) =4")

CD
LetV be the 19x2g matrixwhose lighthentry
is ek(bi,bi), where bi is a pushoff of byoff I

in thepositive direction. Vis called a SeeMatrix.

·
eK(b,) = - 1 (R(b,5z) =0

=>v =(--i]

·g Ce
(k(b2,b) =1 ek(babz) =- 1



Def:the determinant of Lis det(): = det(V+vi)

Def:the sture of L is

o(L) = =0(V +VT) =#positive eigenvalues - # negative eigenvalues

Ex:For k =0),
v+ vi =[-i) +(= -

1) =(-4 -2)

detk =det[4-2) =3
o(k) =0((4-27) = -2 (since itis negative definite)

(Check withKL0)

Eacts:1) det and o are arrants
of links.

thatis, if deth, Adeth or o(L)Folk),

then LiFL2.

2.) If Lis x-slice, then Ideth is a square.

3)If Kis slice, then o(k) =0 (Raknot)

IfL is x-slice and bounds on ontable

surface withx=1, thencr1L) =0.

Ex:the trefoil is notslice.



By the above facts, det and o are
Samobstructions. More precisely:

· IfIdeth is nota square, thenhis notslice

· If olk) FO, thenK is notslice

For links withmore thanone component,
we can also obstructx-stiveness geometrically-
by considering theclassification of surfaces

and linking numbers.

Recall thecritionof surfaces:

· An oriented surface is homeomorphic to

I == ---we genus surface with
-

3
n boundary components-

x(25) =2-2g - n (g,n =0)

At:=D= disk, I =A =annulus

· Anonorientable surface is homeomorphic to

P =IP - (fDi) (n=0,k=1)

x(P) = 2 - K-n

Nte:P'=M= Mobiusband.



Ex: Whatare the surfaces withx=1 and

2 boundary components?

Let Fbe a surface withxF=1 and OF=LUL.

If F is connected, then either

x(F) = -2g =0 (if F is orientable)

X(F) = -K = -1 (ifF is unorientable)

which are bothimpossible.

thus F is disconnected and has I components

F=FrEz withOF, =1, dE=Lz

Now x(F) =x(F)+x/E) = 1 and XF), XIF) =1

thus we may assure,
withoutloss of generality

thatx(F)=1 and XE) =0.

By considering theX formulas withn=1,
we see that F, is a disk and

E is a Mobius band

So theonly surface withX-1 and two

boundary components is Diskr Mobius band.



Ex:Show thatis notslice

If L is x-slice, thenL=d(DiskW Mobiusband)
and so one of thecomponents is slice. However,
we can check thatneither are slice by
calculating det and o

Fact:Let F, and I be disjoint embedded surfaces inB
withone boundary component.
then 1K(OF,OE) =0mod2.

Ex: Show that-is notexistine

If I is x-slice, then itbounds Diskr Mobius band.

By theabove fact, MR(L,1) =0mod2

ButlR(,) =11 (depending on orientation),

so his notX-slice.



EmbeddingObstruction

the main obstruction we employ is a

lattice theoretic obstruction.

In short, if I is x-slice withdeth to

and Iam associated negative -definite

symmetric bilinear form Q, then

Ia lattice embedding y,("a) ->(ki -I)
Moreover, under an additional hypothesis
related toQ, y is cubiquitous.

Over thenext week, we will see how

this lattice embedding comes tobe


